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32: Text Windowing 
Examining the writer’s craft in 
different sections of the same text 
Suitable for KS4 
Study focus - GCSE Literature (Prose): AO1 
Reading comprehension - understanding of word, 
phrase or sentence in context; describe aspects of 
texts (characters, events, settings, language); AO2 
Structure. (Also relevant to Language AOs, and to 
work at KS3) 

Summary 

Using a ‘windowing card’ students highlight two or more sections of the same text in order to 
analyse the writer’s craft. This activity needs advance preparation involving some precise scissor 
work on a folded A4 card. 

What’s the point?  

Students need to see that a writer’s craft can be seen in either consistency through a text, or in 
variety and contrast through a text, or in both. (Current GCSE Literature exam questions favour 
use of an extract for close study (AO1, AO2) then linkage between the extract and the text as a 
whole.  There is also a distinct emphasis on structure as well as language reflected in most mark 
schemes.) 

In the classroom 

Hand out a windowing card for each student or pair of students. Demonstrate use so the window 
reveals a short passage on a page. They can be directed to a particular page, or choose their own 
page, purposefully or randomly, and can slide the card up and down to choose which part to use. 

1 Students make notes on a chosen technical aspect of the text, e.g., focus on verb use, sentence 
structure, dialogue and narrative, plot, character or setting or a chosen aspect of theme or ideas. 
(The focus can be the same for all, or chosen by the teacher, or different for individuals, pairs or 
groups, or chosen by themselves.) 

2 Students place the windowing card on another page later in the book. They make notes on any 
similarities, differences or both by reference to the same focus in the first windowing. 

3 Using both sets of notes, students discuss/write what they observe of patterns, developments or 
contrasts in the two passages studied. 

Variations 

Students can try the same approach for a third selected passage. Sometimes random placings of 
the windowing card result in the most individualised and authentic discoveries.  Discoveries are 
better than repeating teacher-given examples. 

Tips and techniques 

A card with two windows is a useful way of looking for consistency and/or variety on a single page. 

 


